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“Traveling - it leaves you speechless, then turns you into a
storyteller.”~ Ibn Battuta
Welcome to the Allegheny Mountain Chapter August thru November 2021 Newsletter. My name
is Glenn Lynch, and I generate the Allegheny Mountain Chapter’s Newsletter. I would appreciate
your help with articles, pictures, or any miscellaneous information that our motorcycle community
should be aware of. If you have anything you would like to add to the newsletter, please email me
at panhead_48@comcast.net. We usually have a newsletter at the end of January, but we are a bit
off-schedule at the moment. Our next newsletter will be at the end of April.
Newsletter
Editor
Note:
A big thank you to Todd Mickinak, Jason Zerbini, Joe Ferri and Andrew Lindsay for their
submissions to the newsletter.

President’s Message

President’s Message
Hello Allegheny Mountain Chapter Members,
I hope this message finds all of our members well and enjoying the “off season.” It was a pleasure
to see many of you at the fall meeting with a dozen or so brave riders venturing out even with the
freezing temperatures of the morning that day.
I am proud to say that the Allegheny Mountain Chapter had eight (8) chapter events this year
scattered from April through November providing everyone a chance to get out and ride!
During the fall meeting, we discussed plans for our club hosting another National Road Run in
2023. We already have a committee in place, and they have already begun working on the details.
Please contact me if you would like to volunteer your time in helping to prepare for the 2023
National Road Run, as the more member participation and help, the easier accomplishing such a
large task will be. The application to have another National Road Run was submitted in April of
this year. We will provide updates once we get approved by the AMCA at the next board meeting.
The fall meeting is when we would like our members to pay their dues for the next riding year. If
you haven’t yet paid your 2022 dues, please send your $5.00 membership payment to:
Joe Baird, Treasurer
Allegheny Mountain Chapter, Inc.
921 Carlisle Street
Natrona Heights, PA 15065-1013
Our traditional fall ride this year provided us the perfect weather for a tour of the Laurel Highlands!
Our members were able to stop and enjoy the beauty of Ohiopyle State Park, along with taking in
the quaint, small-town charm of the surrounding businesses. We were also able to enjoy lunch in
Confluence at The River’s Edge Cafe Bed & Breakfast. The River’s Edge Cafe welcomed us to
use the entire outside porch of their historic building which overlooks the banks of the
Youghiogheny River. The leaves weren’t at their peak colors yet, but it was still a nice day for a
ride, with beautiful scenery nonetheless.
Well, winter seems to be here. Summer and fall have come and gone again. I hope everyone had
a great one. Although it’s winter, it is still the time to start thinking about next year (after the
holidays of course) and planning your calendars for the new year, finding a slot to volunteer to
sponsor a ride. It is easy! Just pick a route over roads that you are familiar with that is
approximately 75-100 miles round trip, or with a destination, and members will come.
Thank you again to Glenn Lynch for his efforts with the newsletter. Glenn is always asking
everyone to send him stories about a past or current motorcycle related project or trip, or even just

some pictures with a little information about it. Please help out by sending something his way.
The best newsletters are the ones that pull from all our member’s experiences and expertise, and I
know this group has a wealth of information they can share.
See you all soon,
Todd Mickinak
tmick55@gmail.com
724-539-8416
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Brews Bands & Vintage Bikes Show in Mercer, PA (August 7)
Sponsored by Paul Greenwood:
This is one of my favorite events of the summer, but this year I couldn’t make it. Shame on me!
It is one of my favorites because if it’s a nice day, I will ride up on one of my old bikes. On the
way, I usually meet up with a few buddies, and that makes the day even better. From what I hear,
this year was a good one. Once again, Paul Greenwood put together an outstanding event at the
courthouse square in stunning Mercer, PA. Paul had 60 pre-1984 motorcycles registered for the
show. Hundreds of attendees enjoyed the motorcycle display, entertainment, and refreshments.
Paul must have connections with the man upstairs, because every year the weather is sunny and
warm; a biker’s dream! Thank you, Paul, for all your hard work! The Allegheny Mountain
Chapter appreciates it!

Rock Run IV, Latrobe, PA (August 15)
Sponsored by Jim Mickinak, Todd Mickinak, and Sandy Mickinak:
When Todd says he is going to put on a ride, he puts on a ride! It all starts at Todd’s Dad’s place,
or The After Hour’s Bar and Patio, as they like to call it. What a Place Mr. Mickinak has with the
beautiful pool, flowers, and Rolling Rock memorabilia (enough to consider it a museum). Such
an amazing resort-like place to rest and socialize after a day of riding! Riders started showing up
early on this warm, sunny day in August. So many riders showed up for this run that Todd had to
send us out in two groups. There were 27 bikes lined up to ride that morning. Todd took us on a
95 mile ride through the scenic back roads of the Laurel Highlands. The route went from Latrobe
to Saltsburg to Armagh and back. It was a great day of riding followed by an unbelievable lunch
of hot dogs, hamburgers, potato salad, cookies and pies. A very big thank you goes out to Todd,
Sandy and Jim (Todd’s Dad) and everyone that helped with the ride and with lunch! The
Allegheny Mountain Chapter appreciates it.

Tiki Bar Run, Finleyville, PA (August 21)
Sponsored by Jim Graulty:
Thank you to Jim Graulty for organizing The Tiki Bar Run! The AMC greatly appreciates all the
effort you put into giving us an enjoyable day!
We all met at Coconut Joe’s Tiki Bar located on Route 88 in Finleyville. It is a fantastic place to
meet because there is plenty of space to park your truck and trailer, and easy access to some great
back road riding. As an aside, during the summer months, look for the car show held in this spot
on Friday nights. It is always nice to grab a drink and walk around and talk to the owners of these
old cars! The Beach House Restaurant, also in this same parking lot is a great breakfast spot also.
Well, back to the run...We had 15 riders show up for a nice stroll through Washington County’s
finest back roads. Jim took us through these little towns of Lone Pine, Marianna, and Mingo
Creek. We had a stop at Mingo County Creek Park, and had photo opportunities of covered
bridges, and flowing creeks as the backdrop for our old iron. Our lunch spot was at the Greene
Cove Yacht Club. The outdoor seating for lunch was great! We were able to watch boats pull in
and out of the small marina. The view was fantastic. After lunch we headed back to Coconut
Joe’s Tiki Bar. In total, we rode 65 miles. Thanks again Jim!

River & Ridge Ride, Bruceton Mills, WV (September 17)
Sponsored by Andy Lindsay
Written and submitted by: Andy Lindsay
Ridge and River Ride
Going on motorcycle rides with the Allegheny Mountain Chapter has been a rewarding
experience. Participating as an attendant to someone else's efforts on choosing a good route, a
delicious lunch stop, interesting scenery and destinations, is something I have appreciated greatly.
It is with that in mind which caused me to reciprocate in kind, with the Ridge and River Ride that
was done on Friday September 17, 2021.
Knowing the following week was the Blue Ridge Chapter National Road Run (with many of our
chapter members in attendance) and the fact I scheduled this ride on a Friday to accommodate the
chosen restaurant's hours, if 10 riders showed up I could declare it a success. Well, with a total of
8 motorcycles that hoped for number was almost reached. Consisting of half Allegheny Mountain
members and half local non-members, everyone still had a good ride and experience.
Little Sandy's truck stop in Bruceton Mills, WV was the start and end point for the day and after
a brief pre-ride meeting, the lunch special at Piccolo Paula's Cafe in Parsons, WV was announced.
A quick call to the Cafe resulted in the reservation of 5 specials you wouldn't think could be found
in West Virginia; lobster rolls! With salivating palettes in earnest, the group began the trek
southward.
After about 35 miles we stopped for a scenic view on a road with a very West Virginny name;
Location Road. The view had been provided by a logging operation pre-formed just two years
earlier, which is where the group photo was taken. Then it was a 10 mile drift down the side of the
ridge we were on, skirting a boundary edge to the Monongahela National Forest along the way.
Once arriving at the bottom and crossing the Cheat River, another 5 or so miles South brought us
to the Tucker County seat of Parsons.
Due to Covid concerns, Piccolo Paula's was prepared for us with tables and chairs set outside for
sidewalk dining on this beautiful day in the mountains. The food orders were placed and came out
in a timely fashion, those who had the lobster rolls found they were indeed faithful renditions of
the New England classic. The only thing missing was the briny smell of salt air and maybe a
seagull.

After lunch the path Northward on state route 72 featured 35 miles of the Cheat River. At times
the group was beside the river and at other points, either the road or the river disappeared behind
the mountainous landscape. Here and there, the road again came within a boundary line to the Mon
Nat'l Forest, meaning there wasn't much in the way of intersecting roads, let alone driveways. It's
a very scenic ride, going past a few campgrounds and through the river valley which at times is
more like a gorge.
A bit North of the river town of Rowlesburg, we paused at an interesting roadside stop created
by the WV DOH. Rivers aren't always placid things and in 1985 the Cheat became a devastating
force of nature with a raging flood of catastrophic proportions. Not only were the towns and
inhabitants inundated with flood waters, but the very road we were riding upon was swept away
for quite a number of miles. In order to rebuild the road, the state DOH bored into the base of a
mountain to get more rock to make a new road base, leaving behind a man-made cave with 30 foot
ceilings.
During the final 20-odd miles, the locals began peeling off for their respective homes whilst those
from points further North carried on, back to the truck stop where we began earlier in the day. I
would like to thank all who came along for this ride and I hope for those of you who didn't make
it, that this description has given you a bit of an entertaining read.
Keep well and keep on, Cheers, Andy Lindsay (Allegheny Mountain ch. #243)

Blue Ridge National Road Run, Cherokee, NC (9/19-9/21)
Member Article
Submitted by: Nicole Lynch
On the Road Again
This past September was my first opportunity to attend a road run! My husband, Glenn Lynch,
our own Newsletter Editor, asked me to join him at the Blue Ridge National Road Run in
Cherokee, NC.
When my husband and I were dating, we often took day trips on the motorcycle together. Glenn
had a love of riding, and I had a love of exploring new places, so it was a perfect hobby for us.
However, when we got married and decided to have children, my days of riding ended. For those
of you who know me, you are aware that my husband and I are opposites. He is very much a “live
in the moment”, “fly by the seat of your pants”, “everything will somehow work out”, and I am
very much a “planner”, “always have a plan A, B and even C”, and “your decisions each day
decide how things will work out”. My overly cautious nature led me to decide that I wasn’t
comfortable having both of the kid’s parents on the same motorcycle…just in case. As both of my
children are now adults, Glenn and I have made a point to get back to riding together, and creating
new and fun memories! He still loves to ride, and I still love to explore new places, so even 21
years later, this is still a perfect hobby for us.
So, the invitation was accepted! Now the fun part for me…PLANNING! I made sure I had all the
necessary riding gear I would need. I dug out of storage a helmet, and gloves; and I purchased a
new jacket and rain gear because, let’s face it--I have put on a few pounds over the past 21 years.
I also purchased new boots, not that the ones I dug out didn’t fit, but a girl always, always, needs
new shoes! I made sure I had my bag packed with everything I could possibly need! Once my
travel bag weighed more than me, I decided I was ready!
We decided to go to Cherokee, NC a few days earlier than the start date to the Cherokee Run to
support some riders from the AMC who were participating in The Motorcycle Cannonball. We
saw the group of riders arrive at the Wheels Through Time in Maggie Valley (on September 17th)
and depart from The Rodeway Inn & Suites in Cherokee, NC the following day. It is truly amazing
to actually see a part of history on the roads. I have been at The Wheels Through Time many years
ago when the kids were little. Dale Walksler (founder of the museum), who has since passed,
spent a few hours entertaining the kids and even offered to take them for a ride in a sidecar. So,
this place has a memory for me, and I was glad to be back again.

At the Rodeway Inn, we ran into John Firetto and Mark McClain, who also came early to support
the Cannonball crew. After the send-off of the Cannonball crew, and a brief chat with John and
Mark, Glenn and I decided to travel over the mountains from Cherokee, NC to Pigeon Forge, TN.
I hadn’t seen my daughter, who lives in Knoxville, TN since early August, and I really needed to
hug my girl again! Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge was a good half-way point to meet.
I asked my husband to check the weather to see if we should make the trek on the motorcycle or
in the truck. You will see later in the story that he can’t be trusted reading his weather app. But
anyway, he said the weather was going to be fine, but for comfort he suggested we take the modern
bike for our ride on Route 441 which led through the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and
all the way into the Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge area.
Route 441 and the trip through the Great Smoky Mountains National Park was a great reminder of
how much I love to travel and see new places! I just don’t have words to describe the beauty of
that road, and how content I was to be traveling it.

In Gatlinburg, there was a car show going on which lined the main route on both sides, for miles!
It is always fun to not only see antique motorcycles, but to appreciate the antique cars and trucks
too. We decided to meet my daughter at Paula Deen’s Family Kitchen at The Island in Pigeon
Forge. I got my much-needed hug from my girl, and a great lunch of southern comfort food.
Everything was perfect! Until….

…it was time to ride home. The sky opened up and it was pouring buckets of rain! The rain was
falling so hard, and so fast, that the parking lot was flooded. Glenn and I were trying to put our
rain suits on standing in water up to our ankles! The radar wasn’t good. No relief from the rain
anytime soon, so we decided to slowly make our way back across the mountain to our hotel in
Cherokee.

When we finally got back to our hotel, nerves-a-plenty, my husband asked me how I was enjoying
our first motorcycle trip in 20+ years. As I peeled off my soaking wet rain gear, I told him to hug
my girl, I would do it all over again!
That evening, we met Todd and Sandy Mickinak for a few drinks at The Wicked Weed in the
Harrah’s Cherokee Hotel and Casino. The Wicked Weed always has a great selection of drinks,
and was a perfect way to relax into the evening enjoying the company of good friends.

On Sunday morning, we ran into a few friends of Glenn’s at the gas station, and we all decided to
retrace the trip on Route 441 into the Great Smoky Mountains National Park this time on the
antique bike. Glenn led a group of his riding friends, (Todd & Sandy Mickinak, Ron Stillwagon,
and Dave Mohler). We had a great time stopping along the route at several lookout locations.
Admiring the view. Chatting and getting caught up with each other. I had met Ron prior, but
never had the chance to talk, and this was my first-time meeting Dave. Everyone was so kind and
welcoming that I felt like I had known them for years.
At one of the overlooks, we ran into a group of all female riders. Their jackets caught my attention,
and I talked with them a bit. They asked me if I wanted to join their group, but I graciously
declined the offer. I did want to remember meeting these girls, and asked if I could take a picture
of their jackets. They were happy to pose for a picture.

Since the sky was starting to look dark, we decided to head back to the trailers where we saw Jason
and Rhonda Zerbini pulling in. I was getting hangry, and Jason and Rhonda dropped everything
to meet Glenn and I for a late lunch. They literally put the car in park, pulled the bike out, and
were on their way to lunch. Gotta love a girl that just goes with the flow! Everytime you talk to
either of them, it feels like you just talked to them yesterday. Every conversation is easy..like
talking with old friends. After lunch, there was registration and check-in at the Harrah’s Hotel and
Casino followed by a reception with appetizers. At the reception we were able to talk with Paul
Greenwood and Bill Huber for a bit before things started going awry.
After Sunday, we unfortunately were not able to participate in the Blue Ridge National Road Run.
We had a personal issue to attend to. Everyone from the AMC that I met, were so kind in helping
us through and getting us home. I especially want to thank Jason and Rhonda Zerbini, Todd and
Sandy Mickinak, and John Firetto, who checked in with us each day even after we returned home.
I was sad to not be able to participate, but traveling from Pittsburgh to Cherokee was worth every
second because I was able to meet and spend time with other AMC members. Creating those
friendships was worth the trip (plus, let’s not forget the hug from my daughter)!
From what we heard, the weather did not cooperate for the entire duration of the Blue Ridge
Chapter Cherokee Road Run. The Blue Ridge Chapter tried to make the best of the situation, but
the riding was slow and the roadways wet. The riders were using extreme caution on the roadways
which made for long days or eliminated routes. The area has beautiful roads, and I am hoping to
get back to Cherokee to possibly ride the routes we weren’t able to this past September. It is on
my “bucket list” to ride the “Tail of the Dragon” and to explore all the little North Carolina towns
like Bryson City and Franklin. Another day! Just glad to be “on the road again” with my husband,
exploring and riding!

AMC Traditional Fall Ride (October 9)
We had to move the fall ride from Saturday to Sunday, and thank god we did, because Saturday
the weather was terrible. So, Sunday it was, and what a day...warm and sunny. Just what the
doctor ordered. Todd did a fantastic job organizing the run. To me, the fall is the best time to ride.
Everyone showed up at the Tractor Supply in Mt. Pleasant around 10:00 a.m. The route was about
70 miles round trip. The first part of the trip was up and down and around beautiful back roads.
The lunch stop at Rivers Edge was outstanding . After our bellies were full, Todd led us back on
more scenic roads of Western PA. What a Ride for the 22 bikes that showed up! Thanks again
Todd for another memorable fall ride!

AMC Fall Meeting (November 6)
When I left my house to ride to the fall meeting, it was 27 degrees, and sunny. The ride from my
house to the Lamplighter Restaurant is approximately 40 miles and about an hour drive. In that
hour, I realized that Fall was officially here! Although cold, it was not a bad ride up. The leaves
were changing so it made for a better ride, although I must say, the ride coming home was a lot
warmer and a bit more enjoyable! We had 13 or so members ride to the meeting with 29 members
present in total. The Lamplighter provided a private room for all of us, and a gorgeous breakfast
spread. The primary topic of the meeting was the AMCA National Road Run in June of 2023 in
Wellsboro, PA. Allan Osterwise and Jim Graulty will be heading up that project. Please let Todd
Mickinak know if you would like to volunteer your time to help. Also, the annual dues for 2022
were taken at the meeting. If you still need to pay your membership fee, please send it to Joe
Baird. There is a form at the bottom of this newsletter with his address. All and all, a very
productive meeting, and a chance for all of us to gather again over a great meal. Thank you for
everyone that attended the meeting, and a big thank you to the Lamplighter Restaurant for their
gracious hospitality, and to Joe Ferri for arranging everything with the Lamplighter. Plus, I
wanted to thank Allan and Jim for taking the mammoth responsibility of helping coordinate
another National Road Run for our Chapter.

Membership

Like all clubs, our membership is important. Please help spread the word for our organization.
Post events on your Facebook accounts, and talk with other antique motorcycle owners. We
encourage all our members to be active within our organization.
Please follow our Facebook account Allegheny Mountain Chapter AMCA, and share our posts
with your Facebook friends.

Allegheny Mountain Chapter
Wants You!
Showcased Motorcycle
Showcased motorcycle owned by: Glenn Lynch
1963 Harley Davidson FL Duo-Glide
There are so many reasons why I bought this bike. First, my wife (Nicole) wanted to start riding
with me again. After 21 years!! All my other bikes have a solo seat on them, so those bikes
wouldn’t work for us. So, I’m super excited that she wants to ride with me again! Second, 1963
was the year I was born. Third, it is my first all original paint bike with very low mileage. I bought
it off a guy that his brother died 30 years ago. His brother bought it brand new back in the spring
of 1963. After his brother died, he inherited the motorcycle, but he never wanted to ride it nor to
sell it. He stored the bike in his barn for 30 years...until I came along!

White Buffalo Blanket
Submitted by Nicole Lynch:

I was very excited when my husband decided to buy me a motorcycle to start our new chapter of
journeys with! As beautiful as the motorcycle is alone, I knew I needed to add a little touch of
myself to it (as us girls like to do.) I knew immediately what I wanted to add...a white buffalo!
White buffalo are rare. Only 1 out of every 10 million buffalo are born white. To many native
tribes, the birth of a sacred white buffalo is a sign of hope and an indication of good times to come.
That is what our bike needed. A sign of good times to come!
I do not claim to know much about native culture or their stories, so I will give you my
understanding of this one. Please excuse me if I left out key details or didn’t translate the story
perfectly.
Long ago, the Lakota Sioux tribe was starving because there wasn’t any game to hunt. Two young
men went out in search of food. During their journey, a young woman appeared and told the young
men to return to their tribe and wait for her. She came and taught the Lakota people to pray, and
follow the proper path while on earth. Before leaving, she rolled on the earth 4 times, changing
color each time, turning into a white buffalo calf before she disappeared. As she left, herds of
buffalo surrounded the camp. The four colors represent the four colors of man, and also the four
directions, North/South/East/West.
Buffalo are one of my favorite animals. I just knew this blanket would be a reminder to us while
traveling to always be grateful for our time together, and be gracious and generous with friends
we meet along the way, and no matter which direction we travel...always choose the right path.

Member Article
Submitted by: Joe Ferri
Cross Country Chase, Part 1
This thing started a couple years ago when I heard about and decided to enter the inaugural cross
country chase. That event took riders on bikes made between 1930 and 1948. I used my tried and
true 47 chief. It was a good choice although not my first one. My original intention was to use the
VL that I had bought. That bike was “restored” and in great condition according to the owner. It
became obvious early on that my so called restoration was anything but ready to go on even a short
ride, let alone a 2500 mile torture test from the top of the country to the very bottom. Anyway, I
have a good time on the Indian and a respectable finish too. On to the next one.
The VL is going to need a considerable amount of work to get ready for a real ride. I find a broken
gear in the transmission and thanks to a friend I made during our last national road run, Ray
Bartomeli, I get that straightened out. Next thing I look at is the engine. Turns out it is worse than
the transmission. Two very miss matched cylinder bores and the larger one has very excessive
cylinder to wall clearance. I could go on and on but just imagine the worst case scenario and
multiply it by two and you’ll get the picture of how bad this bike was. My good buddy Aaron
Anderson put a fantastic paint job on it for me and the frame, front end and many other things were
powder coated. Fortunately I have a great friend and mechanic, Mark Mcclain at Jam Cycle and
between my ability to scrounge and his ability to rebuild we had this thing working well again.
Unfortunately though, after a little break in the freshly painted tanks started to weep and had to be
replaced. I’m now starting to run out of time and I have to start thinking about plan B. Do I run
the Indian or maybe my 59. It would be a real shame to have to change horses at this point so we
press on and only a few days before the event the old 31 is ready. The description of what it took
to get this bike ready that I’ve provided here is nothing even close to the actual effort but I could
go on and on. Suffice it to say I like to do the work prior to the ride, not during it.
So now it’s time to head on out to Missouri with my friends Don Gilmore and Scott Funk. Both of
them riding Indians. Scott’s 48 is an unknown as he recently acquired it but Don’s bike is now
fresh and ready to go.
The trip to Cape Girardeau is pretty much uneventful except for us running out of gas on the
highway. Fortunately we have three bikes with gas in them all. Transfer a little and we’re on our
way.

Arriving at an event like this is something everyone should try to experience at least once in your
life. Everyone is full of excitement and anxious for it to begin. A lot of time is spent saying hi to
old friends and meeting new ones, checking out bikes familiar and not. No one is anxious for this
first encounter to end and already people are wrenching on their bikes.
We finally turn in and will meet in the morning for breakfast and a short prelude ride of about forty
miles that includes lining up along the banks of Old Muddy, the mighty Mississippi River for one
of Michael Lichter’s famous panorama photos. This takes a considerable amount of time getting
all 80 bikes and riders lined up just so. 90 degree weather and excessive humidity had us all pretty
moist.
Some of us went along with the request of the promoter to dress up in period attire and the pictures
of those riders are pretty cool. On the prelude ride I noticed that my battery gauge was starting to
act up so back at the hotel I did a few checks and sure enough I’ve got a charging issue. Having
converted my 6 volt generator to 12 volt may have been a mistake and I start thinking I might be
in for it but after pulling the cover off of the generator and examining the brushes removing them
and replacing them it’s charging again. I’m optimistic that I have fixed the problem. Just in case I
borrow a charger from a friend and a jump pack and decide to run as far as I can using the jump
pack at every pause to keep the bike going. I disconnect everything that doesn’t have to do with
ignition. No lights or horn to draw any precious amps. Running like this I’m actually able to go
290 miles which is enough for even the longest day. I’m amazed at how long I can go on a single
overnight charge.
More to come later.

Fun Fact
The greatest distance traveled by a motorcycle in a 24 hour period is 2,351.5 miles and the title is
held by Eduardo Antillon in Fort Stockton Texas. (Just in case anyone wanted to know, I did 1,530
miles in 22.5 hours for an Iron Butt Challenge.) Accomplished in October 2019, it was completed
on a Bridgestone proving grounds test track due to the high speeds necessary (averaging 98 miles
per hour), legal street requirements and the safety concern for others. He was riding on a 2018
BMW R1200GS Adventure Rallye Motorcycle featuring Bridgestone Adventure Battlax A41
tires.
Eduardo Antillon quotes:
“The Texas desert is a place of extreme climate, full of wildlife. That day, we had rain during the
morning, extreme heat during the day, and temperatures below zero during night; I started at 4:00
p.m. on October 15th, and finished at 4:00 p.m. on October 16th.”
“The feeling of freedom is what makes me put miles on my motorcycle, there is nothing else
compared to it; then, I decided to do this world record to encourage the new generations to follow
their beliefs and let them know that the greatest travels starts with one single step. The most
important part of this day was the encouraging support from family and friends.”
So, that just leads to one final question, who in the AMC is going to take the record-holding spot
from Eduardo?

Just for Grins

Submitted by: Willie Earhart

Submitted by Nicole Lynch:
...as my husband found out when he asked me to go on the Cherokee Run

Quote for Thought
“We travel not to escape life, but for life not to escape us.”
~Anonymous

AMCA ALLEGHENY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER, INC.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
STATUS: Please check one. New Member __________Renewal _________
NATIONAL AMCA MEMBERSHIP NUMBER (required before local chapter membership
can be accepted) _______________
NAME:________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS:______________________________________________________________
CITY:__________________________________________________________________
ZIP:____________________ TELEPHONE:__________________________________
E MAIL:_________________________________
Please return your application with $5 annual dues to:
Joseph Baird, Treasurer
Allegheny Mountain Chapter, Inc.
921 Carlisle St.
Natrona Heights, PA 15065-1013
Once we have confirmed your status as a current National AMCA member, you will receive a
membership card by return mail and will be added to our - mail or regular mailing lists. Thank
you for joining.

